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UNDISPUTED #1
Our live streaming products have
won the most respected awards in
the industry. For the last five years
in a row.
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Live Channel Online (LCO)

Live Channel Promotion (LCP)

Live Channel Retail (LCR)

Live Channel Trading (LCT)

emBET
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Our streaming products
Get more from streaming

Content across 17 different sports

+ Indian Horse Racing available separately

What you’ll get
➔ Live Channel Online and Live Channel Retail put
streams directly into your sportsbook or shops.

Our award-winning Live Channel product

So your customers get an immediate incentive

family gives you the largest, most diverse live

to bet more, stay longer and come back again

video streaming portfolio in betting. As well as

and again. And you get to make the most

accurate information, betting engagement and

of the number one revenue generator in the

match visualisation.

industry: in-play betting.

We provide video streams for over 280,000

Our content portfolio includes leagues, tournaments, and federations such as:

Territorial restrictions apply

➔ Go for Live Channel Trading to give your traders

live sporting events a year, including all Bundesliga

an additional fast and accurate source of

matches, ATP and ITF Tennis tournaments, NBA,

information during live events.

MLB, NHL and many of the top events and leagues

➔ Choose Live Channel Promotion to use near-

from 17 different sports.

live highlight clips from your video streams as a

So no matter when your customers visit, they'll

promotional tool to ultimately increase mobile

always get a variety of great streams to choose

betting revenues.

from. Live streams help generate interest in more

➔ And use our latest product, emBET, to connect

sports and leagues. Delivering a great audiovisual

your live betting offer with video streams

experience is a game-changer.

outside of your sportsbook.

Video content keeps sports fans coming back for more
and
many
more
Attract new
customers

+

See more loyalty
from existing
customers

+
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Hold customers’
attention so their
visits get longer

=

Raise your
sportsbook
revenues

Get in touch to find out more: sales@betradar.com
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Contact us
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Let your
customers
follow the flow of
a match from a
single source

Easy, fast and
flexible integration –
you decide where and
how the video content
appears in your
sportsbook

Live Channel Promotion
Live Channel Online

Find out more

Use auto-generated video clips
to boost awareness of your video
streaming and betting portfolio

Find out more

Product integration options
LCP Hosted Solution: Our full service option
includes development of push notifications

Live streams to boost your in-play betting offer 24/7

Don’t hide your live video streams in your online

and an html landing page based on your

sportsbook. Live Channel Promotion (LCP) creates near-

corporate design guidelines)

live video highlights and automatically pushes them to
Customers bet more, spend more time and visit

What you’ll get

more when they can watch the action live within

➔ 24/7 live sports streaming on your website

your in-play betting offering.

and app.

With Live Channel Online (LCO) you get

➔ Easy integration: you only need to do it once

hundreds of individual live event streams every day,

with our Audiovisual API to get our entire video

many different sports, leagues, and competitions.

streaming portfolio.

So you can offer them simultaneously throughout

➔ Broad streaming format support to reach a

the day, boosting the user experience on your

wide range of devices with low-latency streams

event pages.

LCP Flex: If you prefer to integrate the LCP

your customers’ mobile devices during live games.
It takes minimal effort on your part and helps

clips with inhouse resources our unified AV

drive up betting volume and retention by sparking

API which you already use for all Live Channel

interest in events your customers might otherwise

Online streams makes it very easy.

miss out on.
This new product is unique in the betting
industry and only available to betting operators
who use our Live Channel Online.
How does LCP work?

(CMAF, MPEG-DASH, HLS).

We're serious about offering the best streaming

➔ Our flexible, hosted Audiovisual Video Player at

portfolio for betting operators year in, year out.

no extra cost (or use your own).

We constantly fine-tune our portfolio to optimize

➔ Insights about your customers’ streaming habits

it for broad 24/7 coverage. So no matter the time

with our Audiovisual analytics platform.

of day, there's always a lot for your customers to

What you’ll get

1. Our Computer Vision program uses artificial

➔ A consistent ID scheme for metadata (i.e. using

intelligence to instantly identify highlights

the same teamIDs or tournamentIDs as in our

during live sport events

Live Data and Odds Feeds).

2. Short video clips are automatically pulled into

➔ Fast and easy integration with our free

watch, and to place a bet on.

your online sportsbook or mobile app.

Audiovisual Video Player or your own software.

3. Push notifications alert the customers you want

➔ Define the audience segments you want to

to target – directing them to the live stream

target with LCP clips.
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(and live bets) on your website or in your app.
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Customise to
fit your corporate
identity and
strengthen brand
awareness
Easy to
integrate into
any retail shop
system
Combine live
odds, game stats
and video stream
on one screen

Live Channel Retail

Find out more

All-day live sports coverage to boost bets and entertainment in your betting shops

Live Channel Retail FLEX
The flexible API solution of LCR

Live Channel Retail (LCR) turns your shop into

Content options

Integrate our video streams into your shop

the best place not just to bet on live sport, but to

➔ LCR Mixed Sports Channel(s)

management solution through our API, as an

watch it too.

One or more mixed sports channels with a

You get live sports coverage from our large video

Streams
can also
be used for
terminals

alternative to the linear Live Channel Retail.

selection of sports from our portfolio.
➔ LCR Sports Specific Channel(s)

streaming portfolio to show on your screens. And
we even offer sport events that are not broadcast

What you’ll get

A channel dedicated to a specific sport.

➔ Flexible scheduling: You choose which live

anywhere else on linear TV in your country.

streams show on your channel.
➔ Manually book matches through our Live

What you’ll get

N

Coming soon: the next generation
of LCR. More content flexibility, and
more choice, in your linear channel. We're
developing a new version of Live Channel
Retail, with live content you control. Contact
us to find out more.

EW

➔ Linear channel based on your preferences,
created, hosted and operated by us.
➔ Video, odds (pre-match & live), stats and score
all wrapped up in one.
➔ Easy access through a browser.
➔ Plug and play solution (e.g. with Intel
Computer Stick).

Booking Calendar, we can turn on autobooking of sports categories/leagues.
➔ Feed multiple screens in your shop with
different streams when matches are played in
parallel, so your customers don’t miss out on
anything.
➔ The same flexibility as our Live Channel Online
product, with the option to show videos full
screen.
➔ Integration with betting terminals is possible.

Marketing features of LCR – Your branding and promotion options

Channel Logo
Your brand gets its
own TV channel.

Betting Suggestions
Pop-up messages on
screen encouraging bets.

Marketing Message
On-screen marketing
messages.
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Channel Trailer
3 seconds to boost
brand awareness.

Marketing Video
Integrate advertisement
videos into the channel.
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Use LCT in the Live Data Client
Boost the UX of your Live Data Client with live video streams – Three easy steps for a
trader to access LCT and get the fastest streaming signal

1
Your traders
get to our live
streams through
our Live Booking
Calendar, or
directly through
the Live Data
Client.

2
You define the
layout of the

Live Channel Trading

Find out more

Graphical View
widget where
the content
streams.

Traders are only as good as the
information they’re working with

How to use it – you have two options:

So give yours the quickest streams, using the fastest

Integrated

available signal, so they’ll always outpace the

LCT is combined with our Live Data Client,

competition.

so you can seamlessly integrate it into your
trading environment. The live stream for
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and much more through ultra-low latency streams

trading purposes will replace the pre-set Live

Integrate

that are significantly faster than any TV broadcaster.

Match Tracker visualisation in the Graphical

the stream

View widget.

seamlessly into

You'll get the top US leagues (NBA, MLB, NHL)

What you’ll get

the Live Data

➔ Unparalleled signal speed.

Stand-alone

Client match

➔ An extra layer of security compared to trading

You can also use the trading streams without

container.

based on data only.

our Live Data solutions.

➔ An additional source of information for your
traders that’s independent of any other data
feed, which means it’s highly reliable.
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emBET

Find out more

Use “external” live streams to bring fans to your sportsbook

We’ve developed a unique OTT product that’s

What you’ll get

a win-win for rightsholders, media brands and

➔ A new way to acquire customers, working

betting operators – bringing them together rather

alongside the rightsholders and media brands

than competing for fans’ attention.

with the streaming rights and big viewer

While our Live Channel products put live

numbers for sports events that are part of your

streams on your sportsbook to attract customers,

live betting offering.

emBET helps you make the most of other people’s

➔ Cost-efficient marketing. You only pay if

live streams.

viewers interact with the emBET overlay.

Think outside the box. Get more from streaming.

➔ A software solution which makes it possible to
put your brand and live bets in one of the most
attractive advertising environments for betting
operators – live streams.

What is emBET?
It’s a piece of software (SDK) that lets rightsholders and media companies show engaging live odds, insights
and stats overlayed on live streams. It’s an entertaining interactive tool that keeps viewers spending and
coming back. If your odds feature in these emBET overlays you’ll attract new customers to your sportsbook.
The kind of customers who might have never considered placing a live bet otherwise.
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© 2022 Sportradar AG
Betradar is a brand of Sportradar.
www.betradar.com

For further information,
contact us at sales@betradar.com
or via our Customer Support at
support@betradar.com

Follow Sportradar on social media
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